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                          ABSTRACT
   The axial profiles of fluid-and solid-temperatures as well as concentration

of reactant are exainined based on a simple mociel for an adiabatic iuoving-bed

catalytic reacter with exotharmic reaction. An analytical met.hod is proposed

to predict the hot spot temp,erature and the desiz'able operating condition.
The simultaneous differential equations of this rnodel are calculated nuinerically

for several sets of pavameter, and the results are compared with the predictecl

values by our n'iethod, Thus the analyticai treatiiients shown in this paper

should prove to be extremely ttseful for design and operation of the reactor,

   The problems in reference te the design and operation of a moving･bed
catalytic reactor received some attentions in recent years. Munro and Amu-
ndson4) discussed heat exchange between solid and fluid, taking into consid-

eration the resistance to heat transfer by conduction in solid spheres, bvtt

they did not con$ider the effect of reactant con¢entration on the reaction rate.
Muchi3) studied a paathematical description of a simple moclel of the reactor

with the first order irreversible reaction, assuming it$ rate constant is uni-

form.

   The solid catalyst temperature profile is especially important to estimate

the hot spot temperature in the reactor. In thi$ paper, analytical and nu-
merical treatments are carried out on a simple model similar to Muchi's one3),

in which the first order reaction rate with Arrhenius type rate constant is

considered. The `locus of maxima' rnethod by Barkelewi) and the graphical

method by Liu and Amundson2) for stability analysis of a fixed-bed reactor
are applicable to the analytical consideration of the model, A comparison is

made between the analytical result and the numerical one in various opera-

ting conditions. It is shown that the former can predict not only the
effects of operating conditions on the hot spot temperatttre but also the
desirabte conditions of the reactor operation.

             ' 1. BASrcEQUATIONS
   A simple model for an adiabatic counter current operation of a moving-
bed catalytic reactor is illustrated in Fig. 1. Assttrnptions of this model are

as follows.
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     fluid eatalyfit i) Because it is adiabatic, radial transport of
                         heat and mass by diffusion is not considered.

                             The axial transport of heat and mass by dif-
                         fusion is negligible compared with transport by
                         fiow.
                             ii) The velocity profiies of fltiid ancl catalyst

               ,+d,, particles' flows are bo'th uniform in the cros$ and
                         the longitudinal section$. Temperature effect on
               2
                         the veloeity of fluid flow is negle¢ted,
                             iii) Resistance to heat transfer is lumped at
                         the particle-fluid interface,

                             iv) Taking the first order and irreversible
                         catalytic reaction into consideration, the reaction
              2-imO                         rate constant is expressed by the Arrhenius ex-

Fig･
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                         mass balance for the interstitial fluid at the incre-

                         ment dz can be written :

Gs

c,7;t

G,f

-9ffg/+ -----aJ-- E) p,lec a)

The heat balance of fluid phase is:

     dT 6(1 ww E) hp

GfCf dz =: ¢D, (t nt T) (2)
As the reaction occurs in the catalyst particle, the heat balance for the
particles at the increment d2 is:

                mGs Csdd-l = (1 - E) ps(mhdH)kc "-- 6(1ipnvDE,)h'(t -T) (3)

Note that;

                           fe == leoexP(-E/Rt) ･ (4)
where kc is the rate of disappearance of reactant in moles per unit time per
unit mass of catatyst. Initial conditions are

                      a=O; c==l co, T=: Tb, t== te (5)

   Simultaneous differential equations, Eqs. (1) to (4), are nonlinear, and

cannot be solved anaLytically.

   Moreover these equations must be solved essential]y as a boundary value
problem, but such a calcuiation is diMcult and not practical because a large

amount of computation time is required. Therefore, we solved them numeri-
cally as an initial value problem under the bottom conditions, Eq. (5), The
details of computing method will be shown in the later section.
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               2. DEVELOPMENT OF EQurATIONS

   Eqs. (1) to (5) can be expressed to dimensionless forms as follows.

                    dX
                        == -M(1-X) exP (a/0) (6)                     de

                           de
                            depm ur TO --e (7)

                 -Zin,ii- :L･t el-lll9. -a-x)exp(cv/e)- Te im3, C?-- (s)

                      e=o; x=o, e==o:1 , (F,))
   6, X, O and e are dimension!ess variables for reactor length, conversion,

fiuid temperature and catalyst temperature, respectively, while the others are
dimensionless parametei's, dO/dX is derived from Eqs. (6) and (8) as follows.

                     de q Te -e exp(-- av/ 0)
                     dX =:- pr "wwfi-T-MM-ww'' 1-x (10)

Total heat balance of the syst,em over any section including the bottom of

        .reactor glves

            GfCf(To - T) + G,C,(t-t,) + (-dH) (Gf/Pf) (ce -- c) = : O

The dimensionless forrn is :

                       e=1+ PT(e-1)+qX (11)
This may be substituted into Eq. (10) to give

                          dO ,.,.ELQi=-.R-E. (12)
                          dX P. Qll

where
                   Q:= -" ,ili ii{e+iiili((IT'- `xX) 1 (i3)

                   Qu=exp(a/e) J
                                                               .Some interest informations on the profiles of catalyst temperature are given
by Eq. (12). When the catalyst temperature takes maximum, dO/dX is equal

to zero. Therefore,

                               1 -PT + qXnt                   T 1- l3                                          = exP(ct/e.) == Qu. (14)                           0fn +           QTm =m
                                qM〈1 - X.)                   qM 1-X,n
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strai.ght lme. .A senes of intersections of (?i. and Qll. gives the locus of

mgxima. Typical loci are shown by solid line in Fig. 2. Examples of num-
erical solutions of Eq. (12) are shown by dottect line in the same figure for

some appr.opriate parameters. dO/dX ia always positive to the left of the locus
and. negati.ve to the right. In the case A, the catalyst temperature e increases

until 0" without reaction, indicating that this region (1.0･wO") is a heat ex-
:,h,a?,g.e,,zo,n,e6,,ggd,,c,onlesu.gptx,In,;re,a,ss,sSo.w,:,xu,ntusis,,pe,ave,ui?k,zt,w.¥ggh,

again the heat exchange zone.
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continuously without taking a maximum.
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   Therefore, it appears that if the locus of maxima decreases monotonously
and if 0. at X.:=-TO is larger than 1.0, e takes a maximum in the reactor.

   Thus one can know without numerical solution whether the catalyst
temperature takes a maxirnum or not.
   From the standpoint Qf commercial operation, it can be said that a
convex profile of e similar to the case A is desirable for operation, because

the case A has two heat exchange zones at the both sides of reaction zone.
While, such an operation as has an inereasing or decreasing profile may not
be a desirable one,

   Furthermore conversion of effuluent fluid should not be below the,maxi-

mum X). in the locus. '
Estimation of the maximaum catalyst temperature

   The maxirnum or, in other words, hot spot temperature of catalyst in
the reactor can be obtained from the conception of the locus. When the
catalyst temperature takes a maximum, the rnaximum of 0, namely 0m..
never exceeds the maximum of the locus. Accordingly one can take this value
as the estimation of the maximtim catalyst temperature, 0',.... The estimated

values were compared with the exact ones for 65 sets of example data. The
differences were within 1 to 30% of exact values, and 54 sets of them were
presented within 1 to 10%,

   Now, it can be shown briefiy where the catalyst temperature takesa
maximum in the reactor, as follows. The slope of 0 at e=:O is got by putting
e == 0 : 1 and X== O in Eq. (8), The straight line with this slope through the

point 0==･1 and g--O is illustrated in Fig, 3. Parameters are identical with the

2.0

T 1.s
LH.1

m

1.0

{ettsll)

℃%

              E C-)

Fig, 3 Estimation of hot spot
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case A in Fig, 2. While, the estimated maximum temperature e'... is the
horizonta! line. The intersection of the lines will give an expectable position

of the maximurn temperature. The exact profile by numerical calculation is

shown by the solid line in Fig, 3, Though this rnethod is very concise the
exact position of 0... does not part so far from the predicted point in most

cases, Thus, the value and the position of the hot spot temperature are
estimated without nurnerical calculation, and further the estimated value is

always found in so-called the safety side.

Characteristics of the X. v$. ". diagram
    Fol!owing relations are nbtained by an analysis of the sign of d(Pi,,/dX.

For P =1 and q+1-T〉O, t?. decreases monotonously and for Prcr･1 and q-v-IA---･T

〈 O, e. increases. For l3 〉 1 and q + 1 - PT 〉 O, e. is always a inonotonous

decreasing function, and for P〈1 and q+1-PT〈O, always, increa$ing function,

But, in other cases, namely, when P〉1 and q+1-Bt〈O, or P〈1 and q･-l･･1-

,i9T〉O, we ean not forecast how e. varies with X.,

          3. NUMERICAL CALCULATiONS AND DISCUSSIONS

   Simultaneous differential equations, Eqs, (6〉, (7) and (8), were $olved
numerically under the condition of Eq. (9), as to variotts combinations of

pararneters by a digital cornputer. The procedure of calculation was Hamming

Method, a set of predictor-corrector formulas. For the discussions of effects

･of parameter on the profile, several sets of illustrative example were chosen.

These data are listed in Table 1, The best increment, de, was O.5for data

1, and 5. 0 for data 2 and 3. These values seemed to give satisfactory accuracy

without excessive machine time. Smaller increments showed little improvement

Axial temperature and concentration profiles

   Figs. 4-(a), (b) and (c) show the axial temperature profiles of fiuid and
catalyst as well as concentration profiles. In Fig. 4-(d), the catalyst temperature

is plotted against ehe conversion X to compare it with the locus of maxima.

Table 1 Illustrative examples

G, Cf Cs Cf ps Pf E leo (-diH) hp
                               ×los ×lo--4 ×lo-6 ×lo-･4 ×lo-a

datal O. 15 O. 168 O. 28 O. 25 2.6 L3 1. 79 1. 45 1, 96 6.1
data2 O.078 O.1 O,28 O.22 1.7 O,87 1.58 1.0 2.2 8.7
data3 O.078 O.1 O,28 O.22 1.7 O.87 i.58 1.0 2.2 8.7

ipDp c ca Tb te
             ×10S ×10-L' ×10-2

dataX LO O.5 2.0 4,O 4.5
data2 1.0 O.55 O.lt5 3.4 3.5
data3 1,O O.55 O.449 6.5 7,O

cr P Ma T           × 10-4

--20.0 1.0 -3,33 O,301 L125
-22.7 1.0 -O.62 O.039 1.029
-11.4 1.0 -O.62 O.0794 1,077

Units are written in Nomenclature
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In the example data l and 2 there are two heat exchange zones but not in
the data 3, which is the case that the inlet temperature is so high as the
reaction has already started at the bottom. The data 1 is chosen to show the
effects of parameter on the profile.
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   Hereafter, 0 (or t) vs. Xcoordinates are adopted to compare with the locus

of maxima.

Effects of reaction rate constant

   Fig. 5 shows't vs. X family in which ev varies and all other parameters
are identical with clata 1. Fig. 6 shows the change in M. Variations in t.v and

M may be interpreted as variation in the activation eneTgy and the frequency
factor term, respectively. It is apparent from these figures that the varitation

in av or M affects the maximum temperature, but scarcely affects the con-
version of eMuent fiuid. These effects can be pres,umed by the locus off maxima

without numerical results. That is, the estimated inaximum temperature
changes on account of the variation in a or Ml but the maximum of X;. does
not change, In the case of a:`--40.0 in Fig. 5, the valtte t. at X;,:L'=O on the

locus is smalier than te, so that, dt/dX is always negative, Tharefore, t does
ndt take a rnaximum in spite of a decreasing Iocus.
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Effects of cDncemtration

    Fig. 7showstvs. X family, when changed the value the inlet fluid
･concentration co, namely the dimensionless term q.*

    These examples show, as mentioned above, that if q+1-T〉O, t. decreases

andttakesamaximum, while if 4-Fl-T〈O, it does not take a rnaximum,
   Furthermore, if the reactor is suthciently high, itr is seen that any con-

version of eeauent fluid is not smaller than the maximum of XL.,

              -tt-t'tt'tttttt
-l･ At a glance, these profiles seem tc differ from our experienee, that is, lf co increases,

  the maximurn temperature must rise, too. This irrationality ls resulted fromthe fact

  that the equations were solved as an initial value 'problem.
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Effects ofi catalyst flow rate

 , Fig. 8 shows the effects of changes in the catalyst mass velocity G,, vizi

the dimensionless parameter P. Similarly as above, the informations on the

maximum temperature and the conversion can be obtained from the cor-
responding locus.
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Effeets of ternperature of catalyst

   Figs. 9-(a), (b) and (c) show the effects of changes in the catalyst tem-
perature at the bottom of the reactor, to,for ,P= O, 9, 1.0 and 1.1, repectively.

   A very interesting information for the inlet catalyst temperature can be

obtained from these figures. In Fig. 9-(b), for example, if to takes below
5200K, t takes a maximum and never exceeds 864eK that is t,. at to :52･ OOK.
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It can be said'from another standpoint that the inlet catalyst temperature
must. bg controlled below 8640K for the desired operation. But, when it exceeds

the 1imit, the profile does not take a maximum. Similar discussions can also
Pe.done for Figs. 9-(a) and cc). For P :O.9, the limit is 8600K and forP:r=1. 1,

it is.8550K, Thus the upper limit to desirable operating condition is also
obtainable from the locus of maxima,

                           4, CONCLUSIONS

    A sirnple model o'f a moving-bed catalytic reactor expressed by Eqs, (6,)
to (8) was treated nurnerically to determine the axial profiles oE concentration

and fluid- and catalyst-temperature. The `locus of inaxima' based on Eq.(14)

proved .a useful method for predicting the behaviors of the reactor, especially

the solid catalyst temperature profile, without numerical treatment, 1)hus,

the. analytical considerations showed howto find the desirable operating con-

dition and how to estirnate the hot spot temperature as well as the effects of

the individual parameter on the profile.
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                           NOMENCLATURE

M

li IL.tililili,l.iiilf[cS,,LSc,t,,"i.".CefrOmthebottomofbed (/[,M:.g

i'oig.i'k'g,k'Ic).tiz,L,M.,ge'..ai,llt:.:ig,/i's.;'..pi,i'rZ,gt:riei,}:falmlakt:'g,2,:.?s,o /E'1./l'
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e == T〉'To, dimensionless fiuid temperature C-)sft = 6(1-E)hpzlipDpGfCf', dimensionless axial distance C-)

Subscripts

O = value at the bottom
f =fluid
m == value at maximuin
s =: solicl catalyst
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